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Abstract: In this paper, a Reduce Identical Composite Event Transmission (RICET) algorithm is proposed to solve the problem of detecting composite events in wireless sensor networks. The RICET algorithm extends the traditional data aggregation algorithm to detect composite events, and this algorithm can eliminate redundant transmission and save power consumption, thereby extending the lifetime of the entire wireless sensor network. According to the experimental results, the proposed algorithm not only reduces power consumption by approximately 64.78% and 62.67%, but it also enhances the sensor node’s lifetime by up to 8.97 times compared with some traditional algorithms.
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1 Introduction

Recent advances in micro-processing, wireless and battery technology, and new smart sensors have enhanced data processing, wireless communication [1, 3, 4], and detection capabilities. The wireless sensor network is usually constituted by hundred or thousand nodes because sensor nodes are very cheap devices. In the wireless sensor network, multiple sensor nodes might detect the same event when they are randomly deployed on a large scale. The sensor nodes will consume a large amount of power if they send the same event to the sink node independently, as in the traditional algorithm [2, 7]. In general, the detected device is a small and cheap device. Hence, the wireless sensor node usually has several detected devices, and it can detect large amounts of different information in an area when an event takes place. Moreover, an event usually includes several different pieces of data. For example, we might detect the light, temperature, and CO2 data when a fire accident takes place. In this paper, a composite event can include several atomic events, and a sensor node can detect several atomic events when a composite event takes place because it has several different detected devices.

Several routing [8, 9, 10], clustering [4, 6], and aggregating [7] algorithms for wireless sensor networks have been proposed in recent years. However, they assume that sensor nodes all have the same detection abilities and devices and that they can detect, analyze, and transmit their detected event to the sink node by their algorithm. Their algorithms cannot aggregate detected data or cluster their sensor nodes into those that have several detection abilities or even into those with similar or different ones. The sensor nodes send their detected composite data to the sink node independently and thus consume a large amount of power in this case.

Hence, this paper proposes a Reduce Identical Composite Event Transmission (RICET) algorithm to improve the RIET [12] algorithm. The RICET algorithm extends the traditional data aggregation algorithm to detect composite events, and it can eliminate redundant transmission, save power.
consumption, and therefore extend the lifetime of the entire wireless sensor network.

2 Related Works

We used a Reduce Identical Composite Event Transmission (RICET) algorithm for a wireless sensor network, which improves upon the traditional RIET algorithm to detect composite events. In this section, we introduce some of the traditional algorithms and the RIET algorithm.

2.1 Directed Diffusion Algorithm (DD)

C. Intanagonwiwat et al. [5] introduced the directed diffusion (DD) protocol in 2003. DD aims to reduce the data relay to better manage power consumption and is, basically, a query-driven transmission protocol. The collected data are transmitted only if they fit the query from the sink node, thereby reducing the power consumption from data transmission. First, the sink node provides interested queries in the form of attribute-value pairs to the other sensor nodes by broadcasting the interested query packets to the entire network. Subsequently, the sensor nodes only send the collected data back to the sink node if they fit the interested queries.

In DD, all of the sensor nodes are bound to a route when broadcasting the interested queries, even if the route is such that it will never be used. In addition, several circle routes, which are built simultaneously when broadcasting the queries, result in wasted power consumption and storage. In the real world, the number of the sensor nodes in a system is in the hundreds or even thousands. Such a waste of power consumption and storage becomes worse and the circle route problem becomes more serious with larger-sized systems.

2.2 Grade Diffusion (GD)

In 2011, H. C. Shih et al. [11] proposed a Grade Diffusion algorithm that improves upon the LD-ACO algorithm [3] to enhance node lifetime, raise transmission efficiency, and solve the problem of node routing and power consumption. The GD algorithm broadcast grade completely and quickly creates packages from the sink node to every node in the wireless sensor network by the LD-ACO algorithm. Then the GD algorithm proposes a routing algorithm to reduce the nodes’ average load, enhance the nodes’ lifetimes and reduce the nodes’ power consumption.

2.3 Reduce Identical Event Transmission Algorithm (RIET)

The DD and GD algorithms consider only a sensor node that sends an event to the sink node when the event takes place. Hence, sensor nodes consume large amounts of power to send the same event if detected. H. C. Shih et al. [12] proposed a Reduce Identical Event Transmission Algorithm (RIET), which can reduce the probability of sending a same event and save the sensor nodes’ power. Moreover, the RIET algorithm is based on the GD algorithm.

The RIET algorithm that is used in the wireless sensor network can reduce the probability of sending a same event, save the nodes’ power, and enhance the sensor nodes’ lifetime by sensor node communication. The sensor node not only has the ability to sense and transfer events, but also can communicate with its neighbor nodes when it senses an event. The RIET algorithm uses the finite state machine (FSM) that has a “Sensing State”, “Delay State”, “Query State”, and “Receive Query State” to avoid simultaneous sensor node commutation with neighbor nodes in the algorithm. Hence, a sensor node can query or respond to its neighbor nodes by our algorithm and by the FSM. The FSM’s transformation is shown in figure 1.

In figure 1, the sensor node has 4 states, which are “Sensing State”, “Delay State”, “Query Start”, and “Receive Query State”. In general, the sensor node is under the “Sensing State” process while waiting for an event to take place. When sensor nodes detect an event, their state changes to the “Delay State” and a delay time Wd is evaluated. Wd is illustrated in section 2.3.1. After the delay time, the sensor node’s state changes to the “Query State”. If a sensor node’s state is the “Query State”, it will commute with its neighbor nodes. Hence, the delay time Wd can prevent sensor nodes from changing their state to the “Query State” at the same time and thus from independently sending an event to the sink node.

![RIET algorithm's finite state machine](image-url)

Figure 1: RIET algorithm’s finite state machine

After the “Delay State”, a sensor node’s state changes to the “Query State”, and the node sends a query message to its neighbor nodes, which asks whether they detect the same event. Then the sensor node state changes to the “Receive Query State”...
State” when it is under the “Delay State” and receives a query message. If the sensor node’s delay time is shorter than those of the other nodes, the sensor node’s state changes to the “Query State” faster than those of the others. Afterwards, the neighbor nodes receive the query message and change their state to the “Receive Query State” from the “Delay State” if they detect the same event. Illustrations of the “Query State” and of the “Receive Query State” are in sections 2.3.2 and 2.3.3, respectively.

The “Delay State”, “Query State”, and “Receive Query State” are introduced in the following sections.

2.3.1 Delay State

When a sensor node senses an event, the sensor node will record the event status into $E_s$ and evaluate a delay time $W_d$. The $E_s$ has three states: “Un-processing (-1)”, “Processed (+1)”, and “In-processing (0)”. $W_d$ is evaluated by equation (1), and it is the delay time mean when the sensor node can change its state from the “Delay State” to the “Query State”.

\[
W_d = (\alpha + N_l + \left(1 - \frac{P_{\text{now}}}{P_{\text{original}}}ight) + (1 - \alpha) \cdot P) \cdot T_d \quad (1)
\]

In equation 1, $\alpha$ is set by the user to a value between 0 and 1, $T_d$ denotes the shortest delay time, $P_{\text{now}}$ is a random value between 0 to 1, $l_v$ is the sensor node’s grade value, $E_{\text{now}}$ is the sensor node’s residual power, and $E_{\text{original}}$ is the sensor node’s initial power. In the RIET algorithm, the sensor node needs to wait a delay time of at least $\alpha \cdot T_{d}$.

2.3.2 Query State

After the delay time, a sensor node first changes its state to the “Query State” from the “Delay State” and checks its $E_s$. If the $E_s$ is “Processed (+1)”, the sensor node will do nothing and change its state to the “Sensing State” because the event has already been processed by other nodes. Otherwise, the sensor node will query its neighbor nodes and analyze data by the RIET algorithm because the event has not been processed if the sensor node’s $E_s$ is “Un-processing (-1)” or “In-processing (0)”. The sensor node that sent query messages sets a minimum waiting time $T_w$ to wait for its neighbor nodes’ responses, and the sensor node will check the received information, which contains the $E_s$ and $W_d$ of its neighbor nodes.

The query node checks its and its response node’s $E_s$. If the response node’s $E_s$ is “Processed (+1)”, the query node will do nothing and change its state to the “Sensing State” because its neighbor nodes have already sent an event to the sink node. However, if the response node’s $E_s$ is “Un-processing (-1)” or “In-processing (0)”, the query node will check its and its response node’s $W_d$. The query node sends the event to the sink node, modifies its $E_s$ to “Processed (+1)”, and changes its state to the “Sensing State” when its $W_d$ is smaller than that of the response node. However, the query node just changes its state to the “Sensing State” when its $W_d$ is greater than or equal to that of the response node’s because its neighbor nodes will then send the event to the sink node.

2.3.3 Receive Query State

When a sensor node is under the “Delay State” and receives a query message, it changes its status to the “Receive Query State”. After that, the sensor node checks whether it has detected the same event as the query node. The sensor node will do nothing and change its state to the “Delay State” if it does not detect the same event. Otherwise, if the sensor node detects the same event, it responds with its $E_s$ and $W_d$ to the query node.

When the sensor node receives the query node’s $W_d$ and $E_s$, it first checks them. If the sensor node’s $E_s$ is “Processed (+1)”, it will do nothing and change its state to “Delay State”. Otherwise, when its $E_s$ is “Un-processing (-1)” or “In-processing (0)”, the sensor node will check its $W_d$ because the event has not been sent. If the sensor node’s $W_d$ is smaller than or equal to that of the query node, the sensor node changes its $E_s$ to “Processing (0)” and its state to the “Delay State” because the sensor node might later send the event to the sink node. The query node will change its $E_s$ to “Processed (+1)” and finish its “Query State” if its $W_d$ is greater than that of the receiving node.

The sensor node remains under the “Delay State” until the delay time $W_d$ ends when it returns from “Receive Query State” processing. If the sensor node under the “Delay State” receives a query message again, the sensor node’s state will be changed to the “Receive Query State” again.
In sections 2.3.2 and 2.3.3, the sensor node needs to query its neighbor nodes and to receive their response to decide which sensor nodes can send event data to the sink node when it is under the “Query State”. However, if the sensor nodes have different detected devices and the event is a composite event, they cannot analyze the event using the RIET algorithm. Additionally, the algorithm cannot easily decide to which sensor node to transfer data when each sensor node has a different detected ability. This paper proposes a RICET algorithm to solve this problem.

3 Reduce Identical Composite Event Transmission Algorithm

This paper proposes a Reduce Identical Composite Event Transmission (RICET) algorithm to detect a composite event because a sensor node only has the ability to detect a single event in the RIET algorithm, and a composite event can include several atomic events. The RICET algorithm modifies the “Query State” and “Receive Query State” to analyze composite events.

3.1 Query State

In the RICET algorithm, sensor nodes have a multi-detection device and different devices, which are indicated by a state \{E_i \mid i=1\text{-}N\}. Moreover, each detected device has a state \{D_i \mid i=1\text{-}N\} to record atomic events. The N means that there are N detected devices in total. The E_i is the data on the atomic event, and its i corresponds with D_i. Each sensor node has several different detected abilities, and a detected ability corresponds with its E_i and D_i to indicate different atomic events that have been detected. This means that the sensor node’s D_i and E_i are \{D_{i1}, D_{i2}, D_{i3}\} and \{E_{i1}, E_{i2}, E_{i3}\} if the sensor node has 3 detected devices. Moreover, the E_i,s are recorded as “Un-processing (-1)” or “Processed (+1)” to indicate the atomic event’s processing state.

A sensor node can find whether a composite event takes place and detect the atomic events that have been included in the composite event according to the sensor node’s detected device. The sensor node records the atomic events into its E_i, and all of the initial E_i states are “Un-processing (-1)”. After that, the sensor node evaluates a delay time \(W_d\) from equation (1) and changes its state from “Delay State” to “Query State”.

The sensor node first checks all its E_i states when it is under “Query State” processing. If all of its E_i states are “Processed (+1)”, the sensor node will do nothing because all of the atomic events have been processed by other sensor nodes. However, the sensor node still sends a query message to its neighbor nodes to notify them that the event has been processed. Then the neighbor nodes process the message as in section 3.2, and the query sensor node changes its state to the “Sensing State” from the “Query State”.

However, if its E_i is “Un-processing (-1)”, the sensor node queries its neighbor nodes when there is an atomic event that has not been processed. Firstly, the sensor node sets a minimum waiting time \(T_w\) to wait for its neighbor nodes’ responses, and the sensor node checks the E_i, D_i, and \(W_d\) from the responses of its neighbor nodes. If a neighbor node responds with an E_i and D_i, it has detected an atomic event that is the \(i^{th}\) detected device. After that, the query node checks whether its neighbor node’s E_i is “Processed (+1)” or not. The query node sets its E_i to “Processed (+1)” when its neighbor node’s E_i is “Processed (+1)” because the neighbor node’s detected device has detected the same atomic event, which has been sent to the sink node. The query node checks all of its E_i if all of the E_i are the same as those of its neighbor nodes’ responses, and if all neighbor nodes’ E_i are “Processed (+1)”, the query node modifies its E_i to “Processed (+1)” and finishes “Query State” processing.

However, if E_i is “Un-processing (-1)” for all of the neighbor nodes detecting this atomic event by the \(i^{th}\) detected device, the query node will check its and its response node’s \(W_d\). The query node will send the atomic event to the sink node, modify this E_i to “Processed (+1)”, and change its state to “Sensing State” when its \(W_d\) is smaller than or equal to the response node. Before sending the atomic event to the sink node, the sent node sets a threshold \(E_{th}\) to combine and average the D_i data if its neighbor nodes’ D_i are under the threshold. If any of its neighbor nodes’ D_i are over the threshold, the D_i will be destroyed. After the sensor node sends atomic event data to the sink node, the sensor node modifies the E_i’s status to “Processed (+1)” and changes the node’s status to the “Sensing State”. Otherwise, when its \(W_d\) is larger than response node, the query node merely changes its state to the “Sensing State” because its neighbor nodes will send this atomic event to the sink node.

3.2 Receive Query State

When a sensor node is under the “Delay State” processing and receives a query message, the sensor node’s state will be changed to “Receive
Query State”. The sensor node checks whether it detects the same atomic events \( E_i \) as the query node had. The sensor node will do nothing and change its state to “Delay State” if it does not detect the same atomic events \( E_i \). However, if the sensor node has detected the same atomic event, it responds with its \( E_i \) and \( W_d \) to the query node and receives the query node’s \( E_i \) and \( W_d \).

When the sensor node receives the query node’s \( E_i \), \( D_i \), and \( W_d \), it checks its and its query node’s \( E_i \). The sensor node just checks the same \( E_i \) as those of the query node. If all of the sensor node’s \( E_i \)'s are “Processed (+1)”, it does nothing and changes its state to the “Delay State”. Otherwise, the sensor node compares its \( W_d \) with that of the query node for when its \( E_i \) is “Un-processing (-1)” because the atomic event would not have been sent to the sink node. If sensor node’s \( W_d \) is greater than or equal to the query node’s \( W_d \), the sensor node simply changes the \( E_i \) to “Processed (+1)” because the query node will send the atomic event. Otherwise, when its \( W_d \) is smaller than that of the query node, the sensor node will do nothing. After the sensor node checks all of the same \( E_i \) as that of the query node, the sensor node finishes “Receive Query State” processing and returns to “Delay State” processing.

The sensor node is still under the “Delay State” until the end of the delay time \( W_d \) when it returns from “Receive Query State” processing. If the sensor node under the “Delay State” processing receives a query message again, the sensor node’s state will be changed to the “Receive Query State” again.

Additionally, the sensor node will not be in “Query State” and “Receive Query State” processing at the same time because they must avoid changing \( E_i \) at the same time.

4 Simulation and Analysis

We simulate and analyze the RICET algorithm in this section. In the simulation, we built a 3-D space of 100*100*100, and the scale of the coordinate axis for each dimension was limited from 0 to 100. The radio limit of the nodes was set to 15 units. There were three non-overlay nodes in each 10*10*10 space, and their Euclidean distance from each other was at least 2. Thus, the space included 3000 nodes, and a center node of (50,50,50) was assigned to the sink node. Moreover, each sensor node had 1~3 detected devices, and there were 3 kinds of detected device in our simulation.

There were 300 cycles, and each cycle had a composite event. Thus, there were 90,000 composite events in our simulation, and each composite event had 3 atomic events that could be detected. Every sensor node’s initial power was set at 3,600 mw, and 1.6 mw was consumed at each commutation with other sensor nodes and at each event data transmission. Moreover, we set the \( E_{th} \) at 10%. The simulation decided that multiple sensor nodes detected a same atomic event if the atomic event values differed by more than \( E_{th} \).

Firstly, we compared the active nodes of the Directed Diffusion (DD), Grade Diffusion (GD), and RIET algorithm in each cycle, and the result is shown in figure 2. The active node means that the sensor node has enough power to send an atomic event and has relay nodes in its routing table.

In figure 2, the DD and GD algorithms only had 303 and 253 active nodes after 300 cycles, but the RICET algorithm still had 2270 active sensor nodes that had enough power to detect and send an event. The RICET algorithm enhanced the sensor nodes’ lifetimes by approximately 7.5 times and 8.97 times those of the DD and GD algorithms, respectively, because the RICET algorithm can reduce the transferred numbers of sensor nodes when they detect the same composite event. In the DD and GD algorithms, the sensor node independently sends atomic events to the sink node and consumes a large amount of power if they detect the same composite event. This means that the sensor node sends 3 times the amount of atomic data to the sink node when it detects a composite event because a composite event includes 3 atomic events. Hence, the RICET algorithm can save a large amount of power and enhance the lifetimes of sensor nodes. Thus, the RICET algorithm has more active nodes than the DD and GD algorithms in figure 2.

Then, we compared the average power consumption of the DD, GD, and RICET algorithms, and the result is shown in figure 3. In figure 3, we see that the RICET algorithm has the lowest average power consumption because it can reduce the transferred numbers of sensor nodes that...
detect the same event. Hence, the average power consumptions of the DD and GD algorithms are 3497.83 mw and 3300.13 mw after 90000 composite events take place, but the RICET algorithm only consumes 1232.02 mw. Hence, the RICET algorithm can reduce the average power consumption by approximately 64.78% and 62.67% of those of the DD and GD algorithms, respectively.

![Figure 3: Sensor nodes' average power consumption](image)

Finally, we compared the total data loss of the DD, GD, and RICET algorithms. In this simulation, we counted the number of composite events that could not be sent to the sink node or those transferred 20 times, in which the composite event would be dropped.

In figure 4, we see that there are many data losses in the DD and GD algorithms. The DD and GD algorithms send a same composite event to the sink node when a composite event takes place and many sensor nodes detect the event. Hence, some sensor nodes close to the sink node exhaust their power quickly, which we call the inner nodes. All of the inner nodes had been exhausted at 33 and 29 cycles, and there were not any events that could be sent to the sink node by the DD or GD algorithms. After 300 cycles, the DD and GD algorithms had data losses of 915766 and 916753, respectively. In our simulation, there were only 90000 composite events, but the data losses of the DD and GD algorithms were greater than that because they re-sent same composite events. The RICET algorithm had a data loss of only 119213 and extended the lifetime of the inner nodes until the 135th cycle. Hence, the RICET algorithm can reduce the data loss by approximately 86.98% and 87% of those of the DD and GD algorithms, respectively.

![Figure 4: Total data loss](image)

### 5 Conclusions

This paper proposed a Reduce Identical Composite Event Transmission Algorithm (RICET). The RICET algorithm extends the traditional data aggregation algorithm to detect a composite event, and this algorithm can eliminate redundant transmission, save power consumption, and therefore extend the lifetime of the entire wireless sensor network.

In our simulation, we found that the RICET algorithm can save sensor node power by up to 64.78% of that of traditional algorithms. Moreover, the RICET algorithm can enhance a sensor node’s lifetime by up to 12.9 times and reduce data loss by approximately 87% after sending 900000 composite events. Hence, the RICET algorithm can enhance the nodes’ lifetime when they detect a same composite event and thus reduce the data loss rate.
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